
A tale of woe and wonderment 

Starting off, DofE students seemed calm, collected, organised and excited. This was 

going to be an exciting adventure for us all. 

Day 0 

Daventry to Patterdale 

Three leaders drove up the Patterdale a small village in the Lake District.  

Leaving school at 4pm, we had a break for dinner midway through and arrived at 

9.30, to rain.  Tents were assembled and we met in the warmth of the youth hostel to 

discuss our plans, hopes and fears.   

Everyone was in good spirits and shared laughs; the room was full of nervous 

enthusiasm.  Everyone went to bed… ready for the adventure to begin. 

Day 1 

Patterdale to Grisedale Tarn 

After a good night’s rest, we assembled to check bags, weights and ensuring 

everyone had everything they needed was critical. Everyone was given a map and 

the adventure began.  We walked chatting to each other, checking everyone was 

okay, and checking our maps.  Students were shown key landmarks, that showed us 

where we were, and given the opportunity to lead the group.  The rain began.  We 

had regular breaks, to monitor our progress on the map, eat, drink, and change 

clothing.  We walked up and up, and the weather improved.  We stopped again this 

time to take layers off.  Everyone in good spirits we continued. It seemed that the hill 

would never end, walking up folly summits only to discover that this was not the top.  

The rain started and this time it wasn’t joking!  As we stopped to get our waterproofs 

back on it belted down. No one looked too happy, but we continued.  The rain got 

worse.  We sheltered in a group shelter, all 7 of us together, we warmed quickly and 

had to continue.  

Shelter away we now had to climb up the hill, the incline was too steep to walk, 

helping each other through difficult parts we all got there.  It started to hail. Horizontal 

hail - right in our faces. Ouch! We eventually reached the top of the mountain.  The 

view was wonderful, however, no one was really enjoying it as we were all soaking, 

and we started walking across, getting nearer to where we were going to be wild 

camping. We had to walk carefully at this stage to ensure that we did not slip as the 

stones were unstable (scree). We arrived at Grisedale Tarn. Looked for a place that 

was not waterlogged and had a reduced slope to secure our tents – this was harder 

than it sounds…  We found the place that seemed least boggy.  Be assured this 

does not mean it wasn’t boggy just better than other options.  We ate, and rested. 

Eating required collecting water from the hillside, boiling it – this made the water 



safe. Sleeping wasn’t easy with the rain (my borrowed tent leaked from the ground 

sheet) the angle the tents were at made sleeping a mission in itself waking 

constantly finding that you were at the end of the tent and had to climb back up - not 

ideal.   

Day 2 

Grisedale Tarn – burns farm (St Johns in the vale) 

We all woke to Mr F saying it was still raining but we needed to move on before it got 

worse.  Worse!? I thought.  In the midst of the rain, we quickly packed up and moved 

on. Mr M arrived as we were packing up like a hero he showed the way out through 

the valley.  This was hard walking and climbing along the side of the stream, at times 

we struggled but we were so keen to get down we ploughed through. We were all 

amazed that as we walked slowly we had fell runners speeding past us on Raise 

beck. Near the road we stopped, had a break and made a hot drink.  The rain had 

stopped. We walked on… and on… and on… it seemed like the day would never 

end, we were all hot, wet, and exhausted.  But the resilience of the group shone 

through, at times we all found it hard but we made it.   

Leaders walked ahead and went to the camp site to wait for the student hero’s.  

They arrived earlier than expected. Leaders were as exhausted as students and 

very, very proud of their efforts. Leaders went back to the starting point and left the 

students for their first night alone; this was where their actual adventure began. 

Day 3 

Burns Farm to Gills farm 

Mr T and Miss Mc arrived at the campsite to ensure students knew the route 

(changed to ensure that students were adequately challenged but not overly 

exhausted) and were happy.  Not all were.  

After a bit of TLC, they were all happy and ready to go.  Mr F found a lovely 

campsite. This is the part where you will have to ask the Student hero’s what 

happened. All I know is that there were challenges that they faced as a team, they 

worked hard and came back to meet us at the campsite happy and full of the joys of 

life. The route for day 4 was checked and compass training was given.   

Day 4 

Gills farm to Aira Force   

Mr. F went to check on students at the campsite, Mr. T waited at the checkpoint, 

Miss Mc got petrol, and wrote this whilst waiting at the waterfall for the students.  

Staff had to keep moving to get phone signal, students were checked at the 

checkpoint and were on route, slowly but surely almost there.  Again this part of the 

http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/aira-force-and-ullswater


adventure, you will need to ask the students about…  They arrived at 3pm, very wet, 

very happy, proud and excited to complete the first part of their challenge. 

Well done team Gold!!  

Now we wait and look forward to the next chapter, the assessed expedition Friday 

22nd – Tuesday 26th July 

Key: 

Scree – loose gravel  

Plateau – flat bit on top of mountain to other mountain  

Group shelter- a shelter for groups 

 

Student heroes 

Alfie   

Our quiet superstar: Alfie has shown residence throughout this challenge; he has 

supported his team players, by being positive and assisting in cooking and putting up 

the tents.   

Molly  

Molly has shown great grit and determination. At times she has found it hard; she 

was the most vocal of the group that this was not fun.  At times it wasn’t! However, 

Molly was certainly not the only one that has struggled, and to have stayed and to 

have been able to change her mind set so dramatically has shown great courage.  

Lewis has been focused throughout, he and Alfie have been steaming ahead ready 

for anything. Lewis has shown how fit he is, he hasn’t complained once and has 

been funny and supportive to peers. 

Luke has shown how supportive he is, he has been a brilliant friend, and been kind 

and truly positive throughout.  Luke is always with the team member who was 

struggling the most, whoever that was at each stage.  He is always smiling and 

saying that it’s good even when were all wet and tired, he has been a driving force 

within the group, perhaps at times annoying peers who don’t want to be positive at 

that point; but still everyone appreciates his motivation and positivity.  

Leader Hero’s  

Mr F is the official leader of our DofE.  P.E teacher by trade he is not only strong. He 

is kind, considerate, firm and funny.  Mr F plans everything to the smallest detail, he 

is flexible and throughout this trip he has been able to make us all laugh, and 

supported each of us individually.  He has liaised with farms/campsites/leaders to 



ensure that this trip has run smoothly. He and Mr T have rearranged the route 

slightly in accordance to how the group have coped with their challenge, making it 

challenging without making them suffer needlessly.  

Mr T used work holiday to join us.  He is the fountain of all knowledge, he has 

everything that everyone could ever need in any situation and knows tips for solving 

any issue. Mr T has checked all routes when modified and ensured that student 

hero’s will understand the route prior to setting them the challenge.  Mr T is aware of 

how the group is doing and is able to lift spirts as soon as he spots spirits dipping.  

Mr M Scout leader and father to a student in our school:  Mr M is reliable and also 

knows everything.  Always kind, supportive and intuitive, Mr M was only able to join 

us for one day.  Mr M is a positive influence on every group and it was wonderful he 

joined us.  It was quite amazing that he did travel for 8 hours to join us to walk for 8 

hours - A truly remarkable man. 

Miss Mc D.T teacher by trade: I’ve been doing DofE for over a year now, over 

Easter Mr F and I walked around the Isle of Wight for DofE fundraising.  That was 

longer than this, but our weather on this expedition was harder.  With a massive 

backpack walking up mountains I’m not going to lie, this was hard. Throughout these 

expeditions I try to be kind and considerate to everyone, encourage and challenge.   

Overview 

These expeditions are not constant fun, it is very hard, there are at times tears, and 

occasions that you don’t think you can do it and times where you feel you want to 

stop. That is the point:  It is a challenge.  Not just for the students, for all of us at 

times.  It is how we learn to work as a team, to motivate ourselves and others, and 

how to face challenges, that is what makes us better people: This is why DofE is so 

important. 

 

I am incredibly proud to be part of our DofE team, to be making new and exciting 

memories, and instilling good humour and determination into our young people. 

Karen McCurdy July 2016 

 


